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Housekeeping

• 15-minute presentation
• Please hold your questions until the end of the presentation
• Ask questions in the chat or use the Raise Hand function
• This session will not be recorded
What are Research Data? A Poetic Answer

It depends on who you ask!

“Data may exist only in the eye of the beholder: The recognition that an observation, artifact, or record constitutes data is itself a scholarly act.”

What are Research Data? A Funder Answer

The Tri-Agency definition:

“data that are used as primary sources to support technical or scientific enquiry, research, scholarship, or creative practice, and that are used as evidence in the research process and/or are commonly accepted in the research community as necessary to validate research findings and results.”

• “the processes applied through the lifecycle of a research project to guide the collection, documentation, storage, sharing and preservation of research data.” (Frequently Asked Questions, Tri-Agency Research Data Management Policy, #1d)

• Applies at all stages of the research data life cycle: before, during, and after the active phases of a research project.
The Tri-Agency RDM Policy

- Launched in March 2021: https://www.science.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h__97610.html
- Building on the Tri-Agency Statement of Principles on Digital Data Management (issued 2016)
- Applies to all post-secondary institutions and research hospitals which administer Tri-Agency funds
- Built around three pillars rolling out over time
  1. Institutional RDM Strategies (requirement for institutions)
  2. Data Management Plans (requirement for researchers)
  3. Data Deposit (requirement for researchers)
Pillar 1: Institutional Strategies

• “Each postsecondary institution and research hospital eligible to administer CIHR, NSERC or SSHRC funds is required to create an institutional RDM strategy and notify the agencies when it has been completed.”

• Must be posted on the institution’s website with contact information for inquiries by **March 1, 2023**

• Expected that these strategies will be reviewed/revised when appropriate
What UCalgary is Doing

• UCalgary is currently working on an institutional RDM strategy
• VPR has convened two committees (steering and working), including representatives from key groups
• Strategy outlines how UCalgary will support researchers’ RDM efforts, including DMP and data deposit/sharing requirements
• Consultation on a draft of the strategy in Fall 2022
• Webinar series for Fall 2022/Winter 2023 to build awareness/capacity; stay tuned for further information!
Pillar 2: Data Management Plans (DMPs)

- DMPs are formal, living documents that detail the strategies and tools researchers will use to effectively manage data during the active phase of research.
- They also document the mechanisms which will be used for preserving and appropriately sharing data at the end of the research project.
- “All grant proposals submitted to the agencies should include methodologies that reflect best practices in RDM. For certain funding opportunities, the agencies will require data management plans (DMPs) to be submitted to the appropriate agency at the time of application, as outlined in the call for proposals; in these cases, the DMPs will be considered in the adjudication process.”
The Programs Piloting DMPs

• CIHR
  • Network Grants in Skin Health and Muscular Dystrophy (Anticipated launch fall 2022 or early winter 2023)
  • Virtual Care/Digital Health Team Grants (Anticipated launch fall 2022 or early winter 2023)
  • Data Science for Equity (Anticipated launch fall 2022 or early winter 2023)

• NSERC
  • Subatomic Physics Discovery Grants - Individual and Project (Anticipated launch summer 2023)

• SSHRC
  • Partnership Grants Stage 2 (Anticipated launch summer 2023)
Resources for creating DMPs

- LCR Guide: https://libguides.ucalgary.ca/researchdatamanagement (click on “Plan” in the left-hand menu)
- DMP Assistant: https://assistant.portagenetwork.ca/?locale=en
- DMP/DMP Assistant training videos
- DMP Exemplars and Templates
- Webinar on DMPs being planned for this fall
Pillar 3: Data Deposit

• “Grant recipients are required to deposit into a digital repository all digital research data, metadata and code that directly support the research conclusions in journal publications and pre-prints that arise from agency-supported research.”

• Deposit must be made by the time of publication

• No particular repositories specified; whatever repository is chosen must “ensure safe storage, preservation and curation of the data.”

• NOT an open data or a data sharing requirement

• Will be rolled out gradually after other requirements are met
Some Data Deposit Options

- UCalgary’s Dataverse instance: https://borealisdata.ca/dataverse/calgary
- Federated Research Data Repository (FRDR): https://www.frdr-dfdr.ca/repo/
- Consult with your subject librarian about disciplinary data repositories
The Tri-Agency Policy and Qualitative Research

• Not a lot of direct mention at this point
• Preamble: “The agencies acknowledge the diversity of models of scientific and scholarly inquiry that advance knowledge within and across the disciplines represented by agency mandates. The agencies therefore recognize that there are legitimate differences in the standards for RDM among the disciplines, areas of research, and modes of inquiry that the agencies support.”
Questions for you

• What benefits do you see to research data management?
• What are you most concerned about when it comes to research data management?
• What information/clarification would it be helpful for you to have from the Tri-Agencies?
• What information/clarification would it be helpful for you to have from UCalgary?
Thank you for your time! Let’s chat!

And sign up for our mailing list, at https://research.ucalgary.ca/conduct-research/additional-resources/research-data-management

Contact me at jennifer.abel@ucalgary.ca